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Soccer Drills That Are Practice Games

31.
"Hit The Coach™" * * * *

(U-6 only)

See the List of 70 Premium Soccer Practice Games

View a Copy of the Premium Home Page

We highly recommend you watch Video Clips from the Coach Doug DVD Soccer Coaching Ages 3, 4,
5 and 6

Teaches: Dribbling, kicking & teaches the Coach how to be funny

Comment: A simple, fun game for U-6

Set-up: Each player has a ball

The Game: Players stand shoulder-to-shoulder facing Coach who is about 5 steps
away

On "Go", the Coach runs slowly away while players dribble to chase
him & try to hit him with the ball by shooting at him

They get 1 point each time they hit him

Recruit parents to help & split into 2 games or even 3, so it is less
crowded

Stay in a small area & have fun with this game
Play for about 5 minutes

Variation: Before starting, tell the players that if they hit you 5 times (total) you
will make the sound of their favorite animal, like a dog or a cow, etc.
When you are hit 5 times, stop & let them choose a sound. Then start
all over.

Try to stop about every 60 seconds. You can adjust by changing the
number of required hits to 3 or 4
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Comments: Whether children continue to play soccer will have a lot to do with whether it
is fun at early ages. SoccerHelp Practice Games are designed to be fun, to
teach important skills and concepts, and to keep players active. We don't
use "knock-out" or elimination games which leave kids standing on the
sideline and we don't use games such as "Crab Soccer" which are fun but
have many kids crawling on the ground instead of learning to play soccer.
There are thousands of drills on the Internet, but most are not well thought
out, efficient, effective or fun. Most drills and games do not provide enough
touches on the ball or the activity level is too low (i.e., there is too much
standing around) to meet SoccerHelp standards. SoccerHelp Practice
Games are selected from hundreds we have tried and less than 5% of the
games we evaluate are selected for SoccerHelp Premium. We believe in
positive motivation and don't believe in punishing a child who has tried their
best but lost a Practice Game. Thus, we do not recommend punishing the
losers or making the losers leave the game.

SoccerHelp Premium has Over 70 Practice Games
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Want to Re-Print this article or part of it? You are allowed to link back to this article or to
www.Soccerhelp.com. You may also copy on paper for handouts up to 10 pages from
Soccerhelp.com PROVIDED: you don't remove any references to SoccerHelp, don't give the
impression you own the information, and you MUST include "Source: Soccerhelp.com" at the top or
bottom of the article. To copy our work without crediting us is stealing and we will protect our
copyrights. We would rather be nice than mean, so please save us some trouble and credit
Soccerhelp.com if you copy any information from this website. It is illegal to post any information
from SoccerHelp on the internet without written permission from David or Kay Huddleston, except we
will allow quotes of up to one page to be posted PROVIDED you do not remove any references, do
NOT disable links and add a FUNCTIONING LINK on the bottom of the same page that goes to
www.Soccerhelp.com and says "Copyright www.Soccerhelp.com". The link MUST work for both
visitors AND search engines. We have to enforce this due to blatant theft and to protect our
copyrights and we hire a service to look for copyright violations. Thanks for your cooperation in this
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